
West Glos & Dean Forest MCC

www.wgdfmcc.org.uk

The Roy’s stream,  Trail bike and novice trial

Restricted – Permit:ACU  41686
Saturday 31st May 2014 

A closed to club time and observation trial for solo motorcycles, Adults and conducted 
juniors, to be held under the National Sporting Code and Standing trials Regulations and 
any final instructions that may be issued.    This event is a Non Stop Trial 
TSR22B.

Officials:

Clerk of Course: Matthew Neale (Licence No. 19838) Club Steward: tba

Secretary of the Meeting:  Ian Vessey.  Haines Motorcycles, 123-127 High Street, 
Cinderford, GL14 2TB                     email: chairman@wgdfmcc.org.uk

Venue:     Cottage Farm, Rockfield, Monmouth. NP25 5QD (Follow B4233 from 
Monmouth) Start time 2pm

Entries

Open forthwith. Limit 50 riders.  Entry fee  £15 .  Club membership if not a current 
paid member: £5. Plus ACU Trials Affiliation if you don't have a licence £10 (Both 
will last up to the end of 2014.) 

 If you you wish to enter on the day please bring a completed entry form with you 
so that we do not have long queues at signing on. The correct money will also 
help. We will not have the manpower to deal lots of paperwork. If you wish to 
enter on the day please email us to let us know you are coming. If we do not get 
enough entries we may cancel the even at short notice and it would be a shame 
for you to have a wasted journey. 

NOTE  The requirement to have a current ACU affiliation card on the day still stands but 
you may complete the forms on the day. Please read the website for details. If you wish 
to take this option please down load a trials affiliation form from the ACU website and 
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bring it, completed, on the day. A list of confirmed entrants will be posted on the club 
website to confirm your entry. 

Classes

Enduro, Experienced Trail, Novice Trail, Experienced but low level trials,  Novice Trial.  
Pre 65,  All to have rear trials pattern tyres. 

Junior classes on a conducted routewill also be run. Please see the notes on page 3.

 

Please note . Novice means that this is one of your first events. This spilt in classes is to 
allow novice riders  to ride seperately from those who have being riding for a while. And 
maybe win their class!  Those riders  who we consider to have plenty experience may be 
asked to ride on a no award basis or move classes. 

Exhausts:  Noisy enduro bikes can stay at home! 

Event format and The course.

The course will suit novice riders. Additional sections/variations  may be added to test 
the more experienced rider. 

The lap will be approximately  10 section to be completed 3 or 4 times depending on 
weather conditions.  Sections will be suitable for the classes entered. This is not an 
event suitable for good riders on trials bikes. You will "clean" the event and be laughed 
at! Bring a trail bike and show us how to do it on a real bike. Those who normally ride 
our easy trials would be mostly classed as experienced!! 

Special test  Please read this.

There will be at least one timed special test.   This will be the tie break.  If ground 
conditions and rider number make it possible, this will take the from of a time and 
observation test whereby the riders will complete 2 laps of the event, riding a limited 
number of sections which will be observed. These marks combined with a performance 
against a standard time will be used as a tie break only. 

Roys is slippery but the sections will be non damaging unless you do something 
completely daft. 

Novices and first timers are welcomed, nay encouraged, lets us know if it your first time. 
Be prepared to laugh at yourselves though!

Observers
We are often short of help at these events. Riders may be asked to observe themselves 
or their mates. Punch cards will be used.  
If you want to come and have a look, please do so and maybe you can help with 
observing a section. 

Entry fees will only be returned in the event of cancellation or postponement 
for more than 24hrs, and a portion of the fee may be retained for 
administration costs. The organisers reserve the right to refuse entry.



Junior conducted trial.

Conducted Route
If you have any questions about the conducted route then we will direct your email to the 
Junior coordinator.(entrysec@wgdfmcc.org.uk) 

Course options
Junior Sections will be marked with blue markers on the left and red markers on the 
right.
White gate variations will be for Junior Expert (hard).

Conducted Trial Class Options/Awards
Junior Expert or Junior

Cutout devices 
You must be aware that for 2014 All youth riders using combustion engines must use a 
lanyard as detailed in TSR8. 

Rules in Detail 
If you have not already seen the ACU Handbook or want to know more about the rules 
you will be agreeing to then you can download a pdf version from here www.acu.org.uk


